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items to acconunodate this expanded population of zillions of
humans. All mankind will live in peace in accordance with the
prophesies of all Jewish prophets. This is what would have
happened would
and Adam not listened to the Nochosh
translated snake. Yes, Adam and
would have had children.
Their children would have had children. No one would have died.
They all would have lived to eternity. There would not have been
any wars no killings. Cain would never have killed Abel. All the
topics of death wars widows divorce in the Torah and Taln1ud
would have been studied theoretically. In as if situation. Would Eve
of wisdom then they would
and Adam have eaten from the
the valley of death. Under such
depart from Paradise and
conditions all the Torah teachings that involve death and the
consequences of death would have been actual. Today we have a
reality.
situation. Death and the consequences of death is
We can only imagine what would have happened would
and
Adam not have eaten from the tree of wisdom what ever the tree of
wisdom was in reality.

One wonders as to the answer G-d replied to Moses in Shmos
Parhshes Ki Siso Exodus 33 .
Moses requested to
G-d's
face. G-d replies" you can
back but no man can
my
face and live. "
What' meant by face and back of G-d ? G-D does not have
face or back?
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COMMENTARY
I respectively suggest that a possible
might
be the following:
of G-d . Moses wanted to
By
. meant the
understand and know the
of G-d .
replied no human
can comprehend my essence and remain a human alive in
world.
back . ~
the Verbs
actions the attributes of G-d
G-d does how G-d' s Providence interacts with the universe
and with humans.
G-d rewards the righteous and punishes
the . humans.
G-D agreed show Moses.
The Talmud Bavali Menochot
b records a conversation
Gd had with Moses
the 40 days Moses was at Mt. Sinai
3500
G-d .
Moses that certain laws of the Torah
born 1500 2000 3000
later. One
of laws
would
created by Akiva ben Y oseph -Rav Akiva . However these
laws are construed by G-d Divine. Moses then requested to
discover the reward of
G-d showed him that
Akiva
would be tortured to death by
Romans following the failed
revolution
Kochbo in 130ACE. Moses then exclaimed' this
reward for a great scholar who creates laws that G-d
them
to be Divine? G-d replied keep silent. I have
accounting.
a reason. Virtuous good
may . and suffer
suffering for
known only to G-d .Their suffering
. of the multitude. In that way the multitude are saved
""'''''''''''''-'L suffering. Rav Akiva would be compensated in the
anroT

come.
. Chagiga 3 4 5 . Also Rav Akiva's soul could
well reincarnate' an other body according to the Zohar .
See also Talmud Bavali Shabbot 88b 89a ; Talmud
that Moses
Yerushalmi S
Chapter4 :2 for other
had with G-d during
4 0 days at Mt. . . 3500 years ago.

......... '..,.L ....J

would

explained to
that He wants diversity
He welcomes .
ideas. Other wise the world
be able to exist Jerusalen1 Taln1ud Sanehdrin 4

••

If all
would be robots following
ideas of the leader
the world would be inhabited by .
, not free thinking
Perhaps such
the choice of
when they tasted
wisdom. Such was
of the Protestants
fruit of the
who rebelled
Catholic Church and the infallibility of the
Pope. Such
choice of the renaissance thinkers the fathers of
the American
and the fathers of the
revolution the
Communists who over threw the Czar and the
Spring in 2011
In
Middle East in
Egypt Libya
. and Iran.
"'L.A."",'LL

,1..1..1.,,",,1,,1..

However G-D'S reward and punishment can span centuries.
s
can span 10002000 3000 4000 5000 6000
. For Gd it already happened. For
. past present and future
in one
. G-d' beyond time and
created creates and will create
tin1e and
in an on going
F or humans it takes 100064

6000 years to occur. G-D permitted Moses To share with him
through prophesy what events will occur 1000 2000 3000 4000
5000 6000 a million a billion a trillion a zillion years into
future.
explained to Moses the connection between cause and
consequence. G-d showed Moses the trials and tribulations of the
Jewish people. He showed him the exile of the ten tribes followed
by the destruction of the irst Ten1ple and the . of the
remaining two tribes to Babylonia.
showed Moses that He G-d
already prepared a Messiah to deliver them from the Babylonian
exile.
G-d prepared Cyrus
Persian emperor and Darius
son
of Queen Esther and Achashvarus from the Purim Story.
Isaiah
5: 1. Book of
Ezra and N echemia .

G-d showed Moses that the second Temple will
destroyed by
the
410 years later after a failed revolution against Rome
G-D showed Moses the failed revolution of Bar
in the year 70
Kochbo against Rome. In the year 130ACE. One million Jews will
be killed by the Romans. G-d then showed Moses that in the year
1948 ACE a
Jewish hon1eland will be established in Israel upon
six million Jews killed by the Nazis with
full
the ashes of
cooperation of all the Europeans. Jews from the four corners of the
earth will stream rebuild Israel Isaiah11: 12,Psalms 147 ;
13,14,15. ; Ezekiel 7:2; Jeremiah15:9;Hoshea 2:17; Jeremiah 32
,43,44
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G-d showed
that
Christians will adopt
Jewish
Bible and will
in all
prophesies promised to
came fron1 G-d. They will support a Jewish State. That'
that the Christian faith
.
2000 years even though it is a
carbon copy a boiler plate
in every respect of the
and Middle Eastern mystery
They substituted a
....,~"LL
Mary the mother of Jesus and a Jew Jesus instead of
man half god the Egyptian son
Osiri Maria the
goddess. Jesus was substituted instead of Hercules or
half man half
Adinnois
Plato the Greek philosopher all
god. All
of a married virgin and
father god or
immaculate
Jupiter
Roman father god. All are born'
half man
conception.
substituted for
half god. Or
the Great also half
god
conceived in
conception the
of a married virgin
and an Egyptian
Or Tamuz the Babylonian half
half god
. . and Shemesh the sun god.
the son of a
half god the son of M ya a
Buddah the Indian half
. . and the Indian
god. All these religions
that
word of god turned to
and the half man half
conceived and born after nine months in the womb of the . .
woman. All of them
n1an god bon1 on
of December . In all
on the 26 or 24 but only
the
the man god
In power.
tried and condenmed to be crucified
alive. In all these
religions
half man half god is dead
In all these
religions he' resurrected after three days.
from the grave
.L.JU. ...JL .... A

.....LJ.
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together with nlany other dead people.
then flies to heaven to
join the father to form trinity or other pantheon and federation of
gods. In all these religions the half man half god is tried crucified
and resurrected in the Spring that coincides with the Jewish holiday
of Passover. All these religions celebrate the birth of the man god
with evergreen trees and the resurrection with colored eggs. All of
them celebrate Halloween when they dress up in custonlS and go
door to door
. for candy. They believe that they are chasing
away evil spirits. All of these religions claim that even though there
exist individual gods all of
are united in some mysterious form
and are really one.. All of them have a ceremony similar to the
Catholic Eucharist. They distribute wine and biscuits to the faithful
in good standing. They believe that when they consume the wine
and biscuit the wine turns to the blood and the biscuit to the body of
the deity. When they
drinking the wine and eating the biscuit
they are consuming the blood and body of the deity and thus
become united with the deity. The Catholics
the Eucharist in
all their masses and sacraments -baptism confirmation
and when person dies ,as well ,in all their congregational
prayers.

When Paul went around to convert the gentiles he also
introduced the Jewish Bible .. the Pentateuch and the Tanach .with
all the prophets that predict the eventual return of the Jews to
Israel. This promise came to life in 1948 with the proclamation of
the resurrected Jewish State
Yisroel Gentiles who
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support the Jews will be blessed. Paul was cognizant that non Jews
are permitted according to Jewish Law to believe in Shutfos that the
God- Head consists of more than one. That God has partners. As
long as one not Jewish admits that G-d exists he/she can believe that
There exists many units to G-d. So introducing Jesus as the
immaculate born son of Mary for non Jews was ok far as non
Jews are concerned. Furthermore non Jews do not have to observe
any of the Jewish rituals such as circumcision eating kosher
observing the Sabbath laws holiday laws or Taharot Hamishpocho
the laws of separating and not having conjugal relations with one's
. following her period until she immerses in a Mikvah after 1
days following her period. .

Thus
burdens of Jewish laws were removed. The non Jews
could retain all their basic beliefs. And the brand of religion Paul
introduced had the legacy of 2000 years in the making with the
Jewish Bible that beat all the other holy books of the Middle Eastern
and
Mystery religions. This new religion a fusion of all
the concepts that the gentiles had for the past 2000 years and the
Jewish Bible won the competition. Of course once Constantine
endorsed Christianity as the official religion of Rome Christianity
replaced all the other Middle Estern religions. All the doctrines of
the other Middle Eastern and Estern religions remained the same
except the son of the gods was changed to Jesus his mother's name
of the trial and crucifixion was now
was now Mary the
Jerusalem.
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Paul was a super salesman. Paul did not I
did not go
around converting the Jews.
This' confirmed in the New
only went around converting
Jews are
"""...'''''~ ...........'~ to believe in a pure concept of
. Jews must
all the Mitzvot all the rituals. THESE LAWS
IN
ABROGATED FOR JEWS, THEY
OR NON JEWS.

Paul himself and all
hundred years
today believe that
observe their religion and
religion preached by

Christians who were Jewish for
rituals. Many Christians
a dual Covenant one for Jews to
for Christians to believe in the

2000
by Divine
Christianity has survived
Providence in order to have Christians who believe in the bible
a Jewish IsraeL All Christians who support a Jewish Israel
historical and new Jerusalem Yehudah Shomron Golan
""""",,","""'U "'->""'1.."'''''' will be blessed and will live for
will
heath an abundance of happiness and they will
financially independent and have more than enough ""Jl"-"""
and all their off springs will survive as Jews have
hundreds of millions
who
past 4000
r,,"."'o'nT

believe in the Jewish prophets and believe that the State of Israel is
the blessings promised by G-d for all who help realize the return of
the Jews to their ancestral home- the State of Israe1. Under no
circumstances will they agree to establish a Palestinian State in
Yehudah Shomron Gaza and Golan. They will share in the
Messianic glory and blessings promised by G-d, Then all Adams
Man/Woman will return to Paradise and liver for ever death will be
banished from the face of the earth.

THIS IS THE REASON Christianity survived 2000 years in
order to have the ible believing Christians help the Jews keep all
of historical and new
Yehudah Shomron Golan Gaza and all
of Jerusalem.
N ow Moses admitted that it all adds up and it all makes sense.

Thus' one wants to be wise he/she should wait until a future
date before reaching a decision. One must not be hasty. Since no
one' a prophet we can only know the future if we have the
patience and wait and see how events unfold. We must prepare for a
better future. WE MUST HAVE ALL
STRUCTURE FOR A
BETTER FUTURE AND G-D MAY OR MAY NOT-THERE
EXISTS NO GUARANTEE- MAKE
HAPPEN .. IF NOT
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DIFFERENT GOALS THAT YOU MAY ACCOMPLISH. WHEN
ONE'S GOALS DEPEND UPON
AGREEMENT OF AN
OTHER PERSON WE HAVE NO CONTROL OVER THAT
PERSON.
THAT PERSON REFUSES TO ACCOMMODATE
YOU,
TRY AN OTHER PERSON.

WHEN IT COMES TO THE ARAB AND PALESTINIANS
ACCEPTING A JEWISH ISRAEL, IF THEY REFUSE WE STAY.
THEY GO. IF THEY KILL US WE KILL THEM. IF THEY
HA VE ONE BILLION MUSLIMS AND
THIRD WORLD
COUNTRIES WHO SUPPORT THEM, NOT ONE OF THEM
WILL SEND
MEN TO DIE FOR
PALESTINIANS ..
NOT ONE EUROPEAN WILL GIVE HIS LIFE AND FIGHT THE
JEWS.
ALL ARE BLUFF. AND TRY SCARE TACTICS
TO INTIMIDATE
JEWS TO HAVE
JEWS
THEMSELVES COMMIT SUICIDE. THAT WILL NEVER
HAPPEN.

TORAH LAW PERMITS-

NO , MANDATES - THAT ALL HUMANS MUST DEFEND
MANDATED
LIVES AND PROPERTY. THEY
TO VIOLATE ALL LAWS INCLUDING KILLING ANY ONE
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WHO TRIES TO KILL YOU AND STEAL YOUR PROPERTY.
IT DOES NOT MATTER IF THE AGGRESSORS ARE ONE
ONE THOUSAND ONE MILLION OR ONE
BILLION.

THE US USED
ATOM BOMB TO BOMB HIROSHIMA
AND NAGASAKI IN 1945 TO BRING JAPAN TO
KNEES.
KILLED MILLIONS OF CIVILIANS IN FIRE BOMBING
TOKYO AND ALL JAPANESE CITIES AND GERMAN CITIES
in 1944 TO BRING GERMANY TO SURRENDER. THEY THUS
SAVED MILLIONS OF ALLIED LIVES.
CARPET
BOMBED SERBIA in 1990 AND IRAQ in 1992 and 002
KILLING THOUSANDS OF CIVILIANS AS COLLATERAL
DAMAGE.
THUS THE ARABS AND PALESTINIANS ARE NOT
JAPANESE GERMANS SERBS AND
HOLIER THAN
IRAQIS ..

Israel is the only country that endangers its own troops in order
to minimize collateral damage of civilians and casualties.
It' critical to remember that Jews are not colonists when they
settle in Israel. Israel is the jewish ancestral home for the last 4000

· Israel is the home Abraham isaac Jacob 4000
ago.
Israel' the home of David who killed Goliat . Israel' the home of
Solomon wh built the Temple. Israel is the home all the Jewish
Prophets. Isaiah Jeren1iah
' . Israel is the home where the
ible
written, other than the Pentateuch
5 boks of Moses.
Jews starting in 1700 have returned to our ancestral home. In
1918
Britain issued the Balfour declaration affirming the
Support of Great Britain to the Jewish right to return to our ancestral
home. On both sides of the Jordan. The Arabs were given Iraq Syria
Lebanon Saudi Arabia and
Gulf Kingdoms. And Iran was given
to
Persians. The League Nations in 1920 affirmed the
Balfour Declaration as well as all US presidents to establish an
of
Jordan. Great Britain
independent Jewish nation on both'
given a mandate to
the formation a Jewish Israel.
Great Britain betrayed its trust and in 1922 stole 80 % of mandated
Palestine and formed a non existant nation transJordan on the Estern
part of the Jordan river.
the
20 years Great Britain
prevented Jews to
in
the western part the Jordan
River.
Britain shares with Hitler and the Nazis in
crime of
the murder of 6 million Jews and million children because Great
tio let Jews enter Israel from 1920-1939. Great
Britain supported The Arab murderers of Jews from 1920-1948,
until they were expelled by
Jews' 1948 and decided to
relinquish the mandate. In 1948 the United Nations voted to
up
an independent Jewish State AND AN INDEPENDENT Arab
The Jews agreed the Arabs
to
to strangle the nascent
the last 100
sto
Jewish State. The refusal the Arabs
accept a Jewish State led to wars in 1948 1956 1967 1973 and wars

against the terrorists in Lebanon and in
Gaza.
The Arabs never miss an opportunity to make an attempt
to destroy the Jewish Israel. They are following in the path of all
our enemies for the last 4000 years who N ever gave up to destroy
us in every generation either physically holocaust beginning with
Amalek when the Jews departed fronl Egypt then Haman in the
Purim story see the book of Esther. Or else to destroy us spiritually
to force us to abandon Judaism as in The Chanukah story. Or to
force us to convert to another faith as was our experience for the last
1700 years in Europe by both the the Catholic Church and the
Protestant Church. Anti Semitism generated murder theft and rape
was the real reason of our tormentors. Christianity was the excuse
used to make it a sacrament to murder not only Jews but
1
Christain who dared defy the status quo and dared challenge the
powers to be.civi and religious. Billions of Christains were killed by
other Christians in the last 17rJ'Years since Constantine appoined the
Catholic Church as the State religion. More blood was spilled in the
last 1700 years than all the blood in all the wars Since the dawn of
recorded history. The Catholic Church is guilty togethet with the
rulers in instituting the dark ages where it was a cardinal sin to read
the Bible. For such a sin the offender was burned at the stakes.
Only the Pope and his bishops were the only authority to to interpret
both theN ew and Old testament. What ever the pope and his
bishops said was infallible. They were the living extension the
viceroys of the holy spirit. .. the word of God. There existed no
compronlise with anyone. Either you accepted what they said or
you were burned at the stake. Millions of Christians were killed
after 325-600 as the new Church sorted out its creed of the trinity.
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Millions
were murdered in rivalries between Roman Catholics
and Estern Orthodox having their base in the Eastern part of the
Roman En1pire. The blood letting generated the massacre of
Catholics by Estern Orthodox in 1185. In 1 10 the favor was repaid
with
Roman Catholic armies destroying the Eastern Orthodox
and
capture Constantinople. The Eastern Roman Empire was
Muslim sultans who
then dealt a death blow by the armies of
captured Constantinople and ruled the Middle
until 1917.
The Crusades lasted for 300 years with millions of Christians
killing each other for wealth land and glory using religion as an
excuse .. 100,000
died result by Christian hands.
middle ages
the
exiled from all Western Europe.
Jews went to Poland
and
Muslim countries. Millions of
Jews were killed all their property stolen and all the women raped.
It was sacrament to kill rob and
Jews.
Hitler and the Nazis merely embellished the clerical jew hatred
and murder to launch the final solution for the Jews. The murder of
six million an Y2 million children.
Europeans since 1945 have
resurrected Hitler's
by supporting
palestinian State to take the place of jewsh Israel. The haters the
tire. They do not learn from ho\istory.
want to try
their hands in the murder theft and rape of J ews. Now Israel has
become the target . is religious sacrament to murder
Jews
in Israel all seven million. This is done by supporting the
establishment of a Palestinian State in historical Israel. Then
and all its Jews will be annihilated.
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The security of the Jews of the State of Israel is a matter of life
and death. As such it trumps all Divine Laws Judaism and all
international laws crafted by all the member states of the Security
Council aor the nlbber stamp United nations who will pass any law
to kill Jews. The Arabs have an automatic majority. They can pass
a law that the earth is flat. As such all their laws international laws
are null and void and have no legal or moral standing.

Any Jew living in Israel is observing the
Mitzvoh in the
world. SAVING JEWISH LIVES. AS SUCH
IF
OBSERVES NOTHING ELSE THEY ARE PERFORMING THE
WORLD. THEY
ALL
GREATEST MITZVOH IN
SAINTS SPECIALL Y THEY SERVE IN
ARMY. AND
RISK THEIR LIVES. ". VEAMCHO KULOM TZADIKIM
LEOLOM YIRSHU ORETZ And your nation the Jews are saints
all of them will inherit the land of Israel" Isaiah 60 :21. When one is
engaged in saving lives one' exempt from all other observances
rituals. Osek bemitzvah potur n1un hamitzvah orech Chaim laws of
Tefiin 38:8.

I am not saying that Israel Jews not be observant. But celiainly
one can look at the part of the cup that is full rather than looking at
what Israel Jews do not observe and find fault.

IF
ENEMIES OF THE JEWS TRY T 0 DESTROY
JEWS AND
JEWISH ISRAEL JEWS WILL DESTROY
THEM .
DAYS THAT JEWS A
OPEN SEASON IS
HISTORY. THIS TIME
WILL
ANNIHILATED.
THEY WILL NOT EVEN APPEAR AS A FOOTNOTE. IN
HISTORY IF
TRY TO ANNIHILATE JEWS AND

WE WILL NOT HAVE ANOTHER HOLOCAUST. WE
WILL GIVE
THE HOLOCAUST. THIS TIME THE
JEWS HAVE THE MEANS.

WE DO NOT KNOW HOW MATTERS WILL BE
RESOLVED. One
have faith that G.. D WILL MAKE IT
COME ABOUT. . NOT WE WILL TRY SOME THING
WE MUST THINK OUT OF THE BOX. JUST LIKE THE JEWS
EVENTUALLY GOT ISRAEL AFTER 2000 YEARS OF
SUFFERING. See. Habakuk 2:1" Od Chazon lamoed veim hu
hismamaya mechake 10 sheyovo. "
That is one of the 13 articles of faith summarized by
Maimonides that I report in this book with my Commentary. One
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must believe that tomorrow tomorrow will be brighter.

Isaiah 60 :23 reports "hakoton yiyeh leeleph vehatzoir legoi otzum
ani hashem beito achisheno" The small one [ Jewish nation ]will
become the equivalent of a thousand. The young and weak [the
stereotype of the weak Jew who is always blamed for all the ills of
the world- Isaiah 53.] will become invincible.

How? I G-d will give the Jews the wisdom to create the
atonl hydrogen neutron and the vechai bohem bomb. See Bible
Leviticus 18:5 "ushmartem es chukoisai ves mishpotai asher iase
osom hodonl vechai bohenl " "You shall observe all nly ritual s
and rational [logical] laws that man/woman will perform them and
he/she will live as a consequence. I am G-d. " This is the top secret
Israeli secret weapon. THIS IS THE SECRET WHY MIRACLES
OCCUR EVERY DAY IN THE State of Israel since 1700 -2011
when the students of the school of theVilna Goan and the
students of the school of the Chasidic dynasties Lubavitz and
others arrived to resettle and reclaim the Jewish ancestral heritage.
They are the young children who study Torah. They are the older
students, They are the kollel students who study Torah day and
night. For if not for my covenant I G-d would not have created the
world Jeremiah 19: 11-12 :Mishleh Proverbs 8:22-31. . They are
the genuine guardians of Israel." IM LO BERISI CHOKOS
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SHOMA YIM VEERETZ LO SAMTI For ifnot for my covenant I
d would not have created the world" Jeremiah 33 5 Rashi
. 1; 1 Thus the playing field' now equalized. The Jews' 7
million are more powerful than the combined Europeans' 1
billion plus the Muslims' 1 billion Isaiah -a total of 2 billion '-"",. . , ....
7 million Jews. 'G-d who' waging battle and will win the
war,.Psalms 11:6-1:1
, 5.;YoeI4:10 Chronicles 2
:9
Isaiah 11:4 Hoshea 10:5

LLL<J

Not one European Muslim will be harmed by the Jews.
One billion Europeans and
billion Muslims will
killed by
other. Zecharye 12:13; Ezekiel 38:21 Chagai 2. Psalms
:1-4; Psalms 91:10-12Zecharye 14:9 "bayom hahu yiyeh
HASHEM ECHOD USHEMO ECHOD And on that day G-d will
and' Name will be One. "
be

It
already begun .It started in Egypt Tunisia Yemen
Algeria Syria. Afganistan Iraq Alqueda terrorist 9/11/01 bombing
and killing of 3000 American civil'
. Terrorists bombings in Paris
Great Britain Spain and all over
world. " Ani has em beito
achishenu."-" I G-d at
proper time will make it happen"
is
written in the prophets reported later in this book. Thus peace will
be brought to the world
to
and to Israel Isaiah
chapter 2:4 , 11: 6, 65 5 and then man will convert his swords and
spears into plows. Isaiah 2 A poisonous snake will play with a
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child a lion will rest next to a sheep. All the wild beasts will eat
straw instead of feeding on each other. Isaiah 11 :6, 7, 8, 9 ,65' 5
Habakuk : 14 There will be no n10re wars killings and blood shed.
Isaiah 11: 10. Then man and beasts will return to paradise from
which Adam man/woman were banished.

S my books 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . Many of them are on the internet
god jewish israel
god life jewish israel
4000 jewish israel
4000 god jewish israel
law cradle grave jewish
preser all marriages jew
Go into google
My name is moshe siselsender
my web site is agunah
I have over 150 -260 million visitors on my sites- god jewish israel
god life jewish israel. I have 40 million visitors on my site 4000
jewish israel. I have 20 million visitors on my . preser all
.
.
marrIages Jew.
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1

Hakodosh Borch Hu Yisroel Veorah
ChadHu
G-d Yisroel and Torah are One
OUR MISSION
SHOLOM BAYIS- PRESERVE ALL MARRIAGES

THERE EXISTS AN EPIDEMIC OF DIVORCES. JEWISH EXISTENCE IS
THREATENED. CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH IS BEING
UNDERMINED. SOCIAL SCIENTISTS HAVE PROVEN THAT CHILDREN
FROM DIVORCED HOMES FACE A MYRIAD OF ADDITIONAL
PROBLEMS
ADDITION TO THE PROBLEMS OF CHILDREN WHERE
THE PARENTS STAY TOGETHER.
YOUR CHILD NEEDS ONE LUNG IN ORDER TO SURVIVE, WOULDN'T
YOU VOLUNTEER TO HAVE ONE OF YOUR LUNGS TRANSPLANTED
TO SAVE YOUR LITTLE GIRL OR BOY?
You must sacrifice 5-10-15 years of happiness and remain with your spouse
for the sake of your child. Your spouse when he/she sees that you are sacrificing
will likewise sacrifice. After a while both spouses win
that there is no need

to sacrifice. They will begin to live together as husband and wife. They will
realize that because of their willingness to become the rock of Gibralter for their
child their own perspective on life has changed. They will then become a role
model for their children of fidelity love responsibility and maturity. THIS IS
THE TRUE MEANING DE LOVE THIS IS MANDATED BY TORAH T,AW
j

t
WE WILL fURN HEAVEN AND
EARTH TO HELP YOU SAVE YOUR MARRIAGE.
Let us appreciate and compliment every Jew or Jewess for the positive behavior and
observance of even one MITZVOH BETWEEN MAN AND MAN AND MAN AND G-D .
Let us encourage them to be more committed regarding the laws between man and man and
man and G-d. Let us focus on what Jew~ do observe, rather than what they do not observe.
Let us focus on the part of the cup that is full rather than the part of the cup that is empty.
Yes, let us aim for the stars for
ourselves, but appreciate the accomplishments of others even if they be only one inch. Let
us behave toward each other as the gentle breeze in a warm spring day and speak with a
soft voice as G-d Revealed Himself to the prophets. Both the laws between man and man and
man and G-d were given by G-d at Sinai 3400 years ago. See the prayer of Yiogdol at the
beginning of the daily morning services and the 13 articles of faith-the anni mamins- recited
at the end of the morning daily services. See Rambam Yesodei Hatorah 9,10,11 . See
Rambam Mamrim 3:3 Chazon Ish Yoreh Dayoh 13:16 as cited by Rav Eliezer Waldenberg
Hilchot Medinah 9 :4.
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